How PingCloud Simplifies
Identity and Access Management
Your enterprise can deploy Ping solutions in multiple ways, choosing the best option based on your unique needs.
When deploying software, an organization is responsible for all of the activities associated with product and
infrastructure operation. PingCloud can greatly simplify deployment and maintenance by taking care of these efforts
for you, giving your enterprise the ability to consume advanced IAM capabilities from the cloud.

PRODUCT OPERATION
The set of activities for installing and maintaining a product to meet an organization’s requirements.
• Promotion Pipeline - a structured path for delivering new code and features into production. It begins with
development, progresses into testing and staging, and finishes with production.
• Custom Integrations - custom software solutions built for specific use cases. They often enable two or more
products to effectively exchange information with one another.
• Base Configurations - the agreed descriptions of the attributes of a product, at a point in time, that serve as a
basis for defining change down the road.
• Install / Upgrade - the process for running the latest product version, which allows organizations to take
advantage of the latest features and security enhancements. It often delivers code that runs more effectively,
which can save IT resources.

INFRASTRUCTURE OPERATION
An enterprise’s entire collection of hardware, software, networks, data centers, related equipment and processes used to
develop, manage and support information technology services within an organization.
• Disaster Recovery / Backup - a set of tools and procedures that enables the recovery and continuation of vital
technology infrastructure and systems during or after a natural or human-induced disaster.
• Scaling - the ability to dynamically autoscale when demand for IT resources increases during peak times or
decreases during slower times, for IT resource optimization.
• Monitoring - a system that tracks IT infrastructure performance and health, and notifies administrators where
potential issues may occur.
• Networking - a set of rules and configurations designed to protect the integrity, confidentiality and accessibility of
computer networks and data, using both software and hardware technologies.

PingCloud can be deployed 70% faster than traditional on-premises software and can save about 50% in total cost of
ownership over three years. With PingCloud, you ensure that your product is set up and runs smoothly, enabling you to
focus on running identity and access management solutions for your enterprise.
For more information, visit PingCloud.

Ping Identity is pioneering Intelligent Identity. We help enterprises achieve Zero Trust identity-defined security and more personalized, streamlined user experiences.
The Ping Intelligent Identity™ platform provides customers, employees, partners and, increasingly, IoT, with access to cloud, mobile, SaaS and on-premises applications
and APIs, while also managing identity and profile data at scale.
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